
WRITING 
SCENES
The Stories within the Story



“Three great scenes,
no bad ones”
HOWARD  HAWKS
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IN GENERAL: Longer scenes

have a bigger climatic twist.



There is no rule that the

longer the scene, the bigger

the climax. 

Surprise your audience with

big climaxes in smaller

scenes



How long should

scenes be? 





Start with the goal of 2-3 minutes/

Pages per scene, with a scattering

of shorter scenes and longer scenes

containing set-pieces and big

emotional moments



KEEP IN MIND

Film Scenes are Experienced in Real time

and are written in the Present Tense



THE AUDIENCE IS LIVING

IN THE FUTURE

OBSTACLES KEEP US COMPELLED

"What will happen next????"



SCENE

A scene occurs in one place.

There is a “story” to the scene. 

There are beats, a climax/setup
and a reversal/payoff



SEQUENCE

(Not THAT one)

Characters move from one place
to the next. 

Move to several different places,
from one place to another  

Different parts result in a climax 



How do you determine the difference
between a scene and a sequence?

+ Length/ Unity of Action
+ Defined Subsections

+ Indivisible Unit 



A scene focuses on a single action or
event. 

Something new happens that pushes
the story forward



Scenes have a sense of beginning/
middle and end...



They contain a single, complete

action.

 One thing happens that changes the
story.



Imagine if a scene is about two things:



The Climax
Where the scene stops 
ascending



The Climax
When we hit that

pinnacle, we want to

move on to climbing the

next peak. 

Stories are ultimately

about change



When a scene plateaus...



Climatic Moment should

ideally take the form of a

surprise or reversal--

essentially a change



What is a "reversal"?



If the character gets what they

want, then they can head off in a

new direction, with new

information/tools/ purpose.



If the character doesn’t get what

they want, they must find a new

approach to pursuing the same goal



The Best Climaxes involve a 

change or insight to the Character's

internal state



This does not violate the single

action rule, because the two are

intertwined. 



Does a scene have to involve a

change in the character everytime?



A Scene is not defined by dialogue.



At the base of a great scene is well

defined structure.



The more obstacles in a scene, the more the

character has to zig zag to reach their goal. 
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These are called beats.



“A scene is a series of zigzagging beats that

culminates in a climax, which will be the

biggest surprise in the scene. A Series of

scenes that ends in an even bigger change is

a sequence. Sequences accumulate into a

reversal and together make an act. A series

of acts culminates with the biggest change,

the climax of the overall story.” 

- Jim Mercurio



A beat is the smallest unit of Dramatic

Action. It is a small change.



Beats are changes 

that create tension and momentum.



The bare description of a scene in your outline, may not

be compelling, but the series of compounding beats

within a scene serve as the foundation for everything.

The beats are your momentum. 
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BREAKING DOWN SCENES BEAT BY BEAT



Angie reveals she has secret
Will is hopeful, plays titilated 
Angie reveals she has a son
Will is internally turned off, wants to
leave (Set-Up/building momentum) 
Will lies and says he loves kids
Angie is delighted
Will goes too far with the lie
Angie is weirded out 
Will attempts to save the moment

(Climax then  (Reversal) ) 
Angie buys it

SCENE BEATS (every small change that creates tension/momentum)



Look at
every scene
as a story.



Just as in the full script your job
is to escalate the beats so they
don’t become static or boring, the
same is true in a scene.



The story is made up of smaller stories.



Approaching Writing Your Script
Every Scene is a Story 
Find the Climax of every Scene
Start late, Leave Early



SHOW DON'T TELL



DIALOGUE IS NOT
CONVERSATION

EVERY LINES
HAVE SUBTEXT



As you start your draft.....



Before you write each scene: 



Find the story of each Scene:

What will the climax be

What are the beats 

How do you progress the story and also show the

inside of that character

How do you build tension with reversals

throughout.  

 

If the progression of beats gets flat, push things

further




